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ABSTRACT 
The result of principal interest established in this paper is that if A is an n x n 
singular irreducible M-matrix, then a large class of generalized inverses of A possesses 
the property that each of its elements has all its principal minors nonnegative. The 
class contains both the group and the Moore-Penrose generalized inverses of A. In an 
application of our results it is shown that the fundamental matrix of a continuous (in 
time) ergodic Markov chain on a finite state space has all its principal minors 
nonnegative. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The interest of the authors in the topic of the title arose in part from a 
conjecture that all the minors of the fundamental matrix of an ergodic Markov 
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chain are nonnegative. A further motivation for the authors’ interest is due to 
an inquiry of E. Deutsch concerning the existence of a straightforward proof 
to the fact that the diagonal entries of the group generalized inverse of an 
n X n singular irreducible M-matrix are positive. 
In a fundamental paper on the role of the group generalized inverse of a 
mar-ix in the theory of Markov chains, Meyer [7] has shown that if A is an 
n X n irreducible M-matrix whose row sums are zero, then the diagonal 
entries of A*, the group generalized inverse of A, are positive. Since any n x n 
singular and irreducible M-matrix is diagonally similar to a singular and 
irreducible M-matrix whose row sums are zero, the answer to E. Deutsch’s 
question is, indeed, in the affirmative. 
Meyer’s proof of the above result could be described, in essence, as 
probabilistic in nature. More recently Rothblum [lo] has obtained a different 
proof to Meyer’s result using resolvent expansion. Yet another proof to 
Meyer’s result would follow if it could be shown that all the proper principal 
minors of the group generalized inverse of an n X n (n >, 2) singular irreduc- 
ible M-matrix are positive. We mention that if A is a general n x n matrix 
whose principal minors are nonnegative and if A possesses a group gener- 
alized inverse, then A# need not have all its principal minors nonnegative, as 
is illustrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. 
A=$ 
Then 
18 6 - 114 
36 29 163 
-6 -2 38 
-3 -6 -96 
Clearly A# has a negative principal minor. 
The notation and many of the results which are employed in the proofs of 
this paper are largely standard to both the theory of generalized inverses and 
the theory of M-matrices. We thus omit the introduction of most of these 
standard facts and terminology and refer the reader to the texts by Ben-Israel 
and Greville [l], Berman and Plemmons [2], and Campbell and Meyer [3] for 
excellent formal and theoretical background material relating to this paper. 
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However, we wish to mention the following: 
(1) Given an m x n matrix A, let S and T be complementary subspaces of 
the range R(A) and the null space N(A) of A in R” and R”, respectively. 
Then there exists a unique { 1,2}-inverse of A, denoted by AiT, such that 
N(A<,) = S and R(A<,) = T (e.g., Ben-Israel and Greville [l]). 
(2) We shall denote by I’(“) and PO”‘) the classes of real n X n matrices 
whose principal minors are positive and nonnegative, respectively, and for 
I < k < n, we shall denote by P$,%) the subclass of matrices in P$“) whose 
proper principal minors of all orders up to and including k are positive. A 
matrix A = (aij) E A$‘& if A E Pd”’ and A has a 1 X 1 zero principal minor, 
i.e.,ifforsomeindexiE(n):={1,2 ,..., n},a,,=O. 
(3) A well-known characterization for a real n X n matrix A to be in Pd”), 
due to Fiedler and Pt&k [5], is that A does not reverse the sign of any vector in 
R”, that is, for each 0 # x =(x1 ,..., x,)’ E R” there exists an index k E (n) 
such that xk # 0 and such that for y = (yr, . . . , y,)” = Ax, 
x,!,, > 0. (14 
Moreover (see [4]), A E PC”) if and only if strict inequality holds in (1.1) for 
some k E (n) for each vector 0 # x E R”. 
In Section 2 we develop some of our main results. In the initial part of the 
section we show that if A is an n X n singular irreducible M-matrix, then, 
subject to certain restrictions on S and T, A& E Po(“,)pl. As corollaries to this 
result we show that the Moore-Penrose inverse A+ of A, A#, and certain matrix 
pencils are all in P$,z_l. In the latter part of the section the condition that A 
must be irreducible is relaxed, and we prove that for the Drazin inverse AD of 
A, AD + t(Z - AAo) E PO’“) for all t E [0, co). 
In Section 3 we consider some applications of the results developed in 
Section 2 and show that the fundamental matrix G of an egodic continuous 
time Markov chain with state space (m) is in P$,“,‘- 1. Section 4 is devoted to 
several open questions and closing remarks arising from the results developed 
in Section 2. 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
In this section for a vector x=(x~....,;T,,)~E R” we shall let xmin: = 
minr,i..xi and r,,:=maxi.i.. xi. Next, for an n X n matrix A we 
introduce the following classes of “signed” and “mixed signed” subspaces of 
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R”: 
I’(A)= {S(R(A)@S=R”,ZES * x<OorxhO}, 
I’*(A)= {S~R(A)~X~=R”,O#~ES => x<Oorx>>O}, 
A(A)= {T~V(A)@T=R”,~ET= x,,<Oandx,,>O}, 
and 
A*(A)= (TJN(A)@T= R”,O#xxT * xmin <Oandx,, > O}. 
We mention that by [2], if A is an n X n singular irreducible M-matrix, then 
N(A) E I*( A) and R(A) E A*( A), and thus for such a matrix none of the 
above classes of subspaces is empty. 
The simple observations in the following lemmas play an important role in 
some of the results of the section. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be an n X n singular irreducible M-matrix, and 
suppose that x +?! N(A). 
(i) Zfxmin < 0 and xmax > 0, then there exist indices r, s E (n) such that 
and 
x,gO and (Ax),<O, 
x,>O and (Ax),>O, 
x, # x,. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(ii) Zfxmin < 0 and x,, > 0, then there exist indices r, s E (n) such that 
strict inequalities hold throughout (2.1) and (2.2). 
Proof. Since A is a singular irreducible M-matrix, A = p( Z3)Z - B, where 
B is an irreducible nonnegative matrix whose spectral radius is p(B). Let 
u = (q,. . . ) a,,)’ be the Perron vector, up to normalization, of B; set z j = x j/aj, 
j E (n); and construct the matrix 
It follows that P is an irreducible nonnegative stochastic matrix for which 
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Next define the sets 
H,,= { iE(n)lZi=zmin) 
and 
H max = { i E (?l)lZi = z,,,}. 
As I e N(A) and A is an irreducible M-matrix, H,, and H,, are nonempty 
disjoint subsets of (n). Thus, because P is irreducible, there exist indices 
r, h,s, kE (n) such that r~H,h, hE (n)\ZZmiD, ~EH,,, kE (n)\ 
H max, p,, > 0, and p,, > 0. It follows that (Ax), < 0 and (Ax), > 0. Moreover, 
as x,,,~~ < 0 and x,,, > 0, we have z, < 0 and z, > 0. Finally, as H,,,, n Hmin 
= 0 , we must have that z, # x, and thus also x, # x,. This completes the 
proof of part (i) of the lemma. The proof of part (ii) follows similarly. 8 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be an n x n singular and irreducible M-matrix, and 
let S be any complementay subspace of R(A). Suppose that 0 Z w E R(A). 
(i) If T E A(A), then there exist indices r, s E (n) such that 
(Ai,,w),<O and wr ~0, (2.3) 
(As,w),>O and w,>O, (2.4) 
and 
(ii) Zf T E A*(A), then there exist indices r, s E (n) such that strict 
inequalities hold throughout (2.3) and (2.4). 
Proof. We shall only prove part (i) as the proof of part (ii) follows 
similarly. Let A& be the unique { 1,2}-inverse of A with N( AC T) = S and 
R( A&.) = T. Since w E R(A), there exists a nonzero vector y E T such that 
. . 
Ay = w, m which case y = A&w. The conclusion now follows by substitut- 
ing y for x in the assertions of Lemma 2.1. w 
We are now in a position to prove our first main result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf A is an n x n singular irreducible M-matrix, S E r(A), 
and T E A(A), then AS,= E P$“). 
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Proof. Let 0 f x =(x1 ,..., XJ E R” and y =(yr ,..., y,)’ = A&. By 
[5] (see also the reIevant remark in Section l), to show that Air E P$“) it 
suffices to demonstrate that there exists an index 4 E (n) such that xq # 0 
and xqy, > 0. 
Since rank(A) = n - 1, we have dim(S)= 1, and so, because S E I(A), 
there exists a nonzero nonnegative vector 0 E R” such that S = { U]U = (II/~, 
(Y E R}. Thus x = o + U, where 0 E R(A) and u = aa8 for some scalar ~1~. If 
v = 0, then y = 0, in which case x4y, > 0 for each index q E (n). Suppose 
that v # 0. Then by Lemma 2.2 there exist indices r, s E (n) such that v, < 0 
and y, < 0 and such that v, > 0 and ys > 0. If (~a > 0, then with 4 = s, we 
have xq > 0 and xqy, > 0. If, however, (~a < 0, then with 4 = r, we have 
xq < 0 and y,x, >, 0, and the proof is complete. W 
REMARK 2.1. If the assumption that T E A( A) in the above theorem is 
strengthened to T E A*(A) and if the vector x used in the proof is not in S, it 
is possible to demonstrate, using Lemma 2.2(ii), the existence of an index 
Q E (n) for which strict inequality holds in xsy, >, 0. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. If in the statement of Theorem 2.1 the assumptions that 
S E I(A) and T E A(A) are relaxed to R(A)@S = N(A)@T = R”, but S or T 
are not necessarily in r(A) or A(A), respectively, then AcT need not belong 
to I’d”), as the following example shows. Let 
T = {(cx,~cx)‘(~:E R}, and S = {(a, - .%)(a~ R}. Here T 4 A(A), S 4 r(A), 
and 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Nor are the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 necessary. For Iet 
A and T be as in Example 2.1 and S = {(e,O)rIa E R}. Then T 4 A(A) but 
If the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are somewhat 
following result is obtained. 
strengthened, the 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let A be an n X n singular irreducible M-matrix, T E 
A*(A), and SET(A). Suppose that S=~pan{8=(8~,...,8,)‘}. lf 6,#0, 
then the (n - 1)X( n - 1) principal submutrix of As, T obtained by deleting its 
i th row and column is in PC”- ‘). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that 9, f 0, and let G denote 
the leading principal submatrix of As,~ of order n - 1 obtained from deleting 
its nth row and column. By Theorem 2.1, G E P$“-‘). It therefore suffices to 
show that no principal submatrix of G is singular. Assume then that H is a 
singular principal submatrix of G of order k, 1~ k < n - 1. Once more we 
may suppose, without loss of generality, that H is a leading principal 
submatrix of G. Since H is singular, there exists 0 # u = (u,, . . . , u~)~ E Rk 
suchthatHu=O. Letx=(r,,..., x,)’ E R” be the vector whose coordinates 
are xi = ui for i E (k) and xi = 0 for i E (n) \ (k), and set y = A+. Then 
yiri = 0 for all i E (n). However, as x, = 0, we have x @ S, and so, since 
T E A*( A), there exists, by Remark 2.1, an index k E (n) such that Xkyk > 0, 
which is a contradiction. Hence G E PC”- I), and we are done. n 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let A be an n X n singular irreducible M-matrix. If 
S E l?*(A) and T E A*(A), then A& E Pd.,“,‘_,. 
Proof. The proof follows at once from Theorem 2.2 and the definition of 
r*(A) given in the beginning of this section. n 
The next corollary is more of a corollary to Corollary 2.1. It contains a 
result which, as indicated in the introduction, motivated in part the study in 
this paper. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let A be an n X n singular irreducible M-matrix. Then 
A# and A + are in P,( “,‘_ 1. 
Proof. The proof follows by Corollary 2.1 because A#= A&,,,,(,, and 
A+ = A&4’), R(A') and because, as mentioned earlier, iV( A), N( Af ) E I?*( A) 
and R(A), R( At) E A*( A) for a singular and irreducible M-matrix. = 
We next consider a pencil of matrices generated by a projection matrix 
associated with A. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be an n X n singular irreducible M-matrix. If 
T E A( A), then for any complementary subspace S of R(A) and for any 
t E (0, oo), 
A+ t(Z - A&A) E PC”). 
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Proof. Let 0 # x = (x~,...,x~)~ E R”, and set y = (yl,.. .,Y,,)~ = [A + t(Z 
- AA<,)]x. It suffices to show that there exists an index 9 E (n) such that 
x4 yq > 0. Since T@ N( A) = R”, x has the representation x = u + o, with 
uETanduEiV(A),andsoy=Au+tu.Moreover,sinceN(A)= {ara~a~R} 
for some positive vector u = (a,, . . . ,u~)~, we have that for some scalar a, 
lci = ui + tacr, and yi = (Au)~ + tcuu, for all i E (n). If u = 0, thenx,y, > 0 for 
all 9 E (n) and the result easily follows. Suppose then that u Z 0. Since u E T 
and T E A(A), we have Q,, 6 0 and u,, 2 0. Thus, by Lemma 2.1(i), there 
exist indices T, s E (n) such that u, 6 0 and (Au), < 0, u, 2 0 and (Au), > 0, 
and u, # u,. The choice of 9 now depends on (Y. If (Y < 0, then xqy, > 0 for 
9 = r. If (Y > 0, then xqyp > 0 for 9 = s. Finally, if a = 0, then xpyq > 0 for 
q=rifq#Oandforq=sotherwise. n 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let A be an n x n singular irreducible M-matrix. Then 
A + t(Z - AA#) and A + t(Z - A+A) are in PC”) for all t E (0, co). 
We remark that in [9], Meyer and Stadelmaier have shown that if A is an 
n X n singular irreducible M-matrix, then for sufficiently small c > 0, the 
matrix A + t(Z - AA*) is inverse-positive for t E (0, c). Thus Corollary 2.3 
illustrates another property of M-matrices which is preserved by projectional 
perturbation. Yet a further property which is preserved by such a perturba- 
tion is stability. Using the Jordan canonical forms of both A and A*, it is not 
difficult to show that for each t E [0, ao) the eigenvalues of A + t(Z - AA*) all 
have a nonnegative real part. 
The next theorem shows that similar results to those of Theorem 2.3 hold 
for As,~. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A be an n X n singular irreducible M-matrix. Then: 
(i) Air + t(Z - AA,,) E P,$“) for all t E (0,~) if T E A(A) and S E 
I(A). ’ 
(ii) Asr + t(Z - AAL~)E PC”) f 
I?*( A) or !Z’ E A*( A) an8 S E I?( A). 
or all tE(O,m) if TEA(A) and SE 
We omit the proof of Theorem 2.4, as it proceeds along similar lines to 
those of the proof of Theorem 2.3 except that here, use is made of the results 
of Lemma 2.2 instead of the results of Lemma 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let A be an n X n sing&r irreducible M-matrix. Then 
A*+ t(Z - AA*) and A+ + t(Z - AA+) are in Z’(“) for all t E (0, co). 
Thus far we have considered only irreducible M-matrices. For reducible 
M-matrices we can prove the following result. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let A be an n X n M-matrix. Then AD E P$,:‘, where if jis 
the size of the smallest singular irreducible diagonal block in a reducible 
canonical fnm of A, then s = j- 1. 
Proof. Since for any permutation matrix P, ( PAPT)D = PADPT, we can 
assume without loss of generality that A is already given in a reduced normal 
form. That is, 
‘All 0 ’ 
A22 
A= , (2.6) 
* A kk) 
where each diagonal block in (2.6) is either an irreducible singular or 
nonsingular M-matrix or the 1 X 1 zero matrix. By Meyer and Rose [8], 
/ 
A# 11 0 
A# 
An= 22 
* 
\ 
A# kk, 
2.2, AD E PJ”). Next, if A,, is a 9 X 9 singular and 
block in (2.6), then again using Corollary 2.2, AT, l E I \ 
Then by Corollary 
irreducible diagonal 
PJY- 1. Hence AD E Pd.:‘. W 
As a corollary to Theorem 2.5 we can state the following result; since the 
proof is similar to proofs of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, it is not given here. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let A be an n X n singular M-matrix. Then A + t(Z - 
AAD) and AD + t(Z - AAD) are elements of PC”) for each t E (0, 00). 
We have not been able to show that if A is an n X n M-matrix, then 
A+ E Pd”). However, the following result, which concludes this section, is 
possible. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let A be an n X n singular M-matrix which is permuta- 
tion&y similar to 
(2.7) 
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where A,, is a singular irreducible M-matrix of order 2 =g k 6 n - 1 and where 
A, is a nonsingular M-matrix. Then A’ E P$“‘. 
Proof. Because A = PAPt, we have A’ = PA+ PT, and so it suffices to 
show that A+ E Pd”). If A,, = 0, then by Corollary 2.2, it readily follows that 
A+= 
A,: 0 
i 1 0 A,’ E PJ”). 
Suppose then that A,, # 0. Using the irreducibility of A,, and the nonsingu- 
larity and hence the monotonicity of A,,, it is not difficult to show that N(A) 
and N( A’) are spanned by nonzero nonnegative vectors u and 71, respectively, 
whose first k components are positive numbers. Suppose that At @ Pd”). 
Then by [ll], there exists a positive diagonal matrix D such that A+ + D is 
singular. Let 0 # x E R” be a vector such that (A+ + D)x = 0, and set 
y=A+x. Then x=-D-l yf0, and since YER(A+)=R(A~), we have 
(A + D-‘)y = Ay - x E N(A+) = N(A’). It follows that (A + D-‘)y = am 
for some (Y. Now (Y cannot be zero, as otherwise, because A + D-’ is a 
nonsingular M-matrix, the relation (A + D- ‘)y = 0 implies y = 0, contradict- 
ing the fact that y = - Dx f 0. Assume therefore that (Y > 0. Then because 
A + D- ’ is a monotone matrix whose (nonnegative) inverse has positive 
diagonal entries, and because r has its first k diagonal entries, the nonnegative 
vector y = a( A + D- ‘)- ‘T has its first k entries positive. This shows that 
yro > 0, which is not possible, as y E R( A’) and u E N(A). If (Y < 0, then 
y = a(A+ D-‘)- %r is a nonpositive vector whose first k components are 
negative, and so yTu < 0, again contradicting the fact that y E R(At) and 
u E N(A). Hence A E P$“) and the proof is done. n 
3. APPLICATIONS TO FINITE MARKOV CHAINS 
Consider an ergodic continuous time Markov chain { X( t)lt > 0} with 
state space (m) and governed by a standard stochastic transition matrix P( t ). 
Let Q = ( qi j) denote the corresponding matrix of intensities (i.e., its infinitesi- 
mal generator). It is known that Q is irreducible, and that qi j >, 0 and qii < 0 
for all i, Jo (m) and Qe = 0, where e = (1, 1,. . . ,l)” E R”. It is further known 
that P(t)= exp(Qt) and lim,,, pii( 7rj for all i,jE (m). Let 7rt = 
(Ti,..” v,,,)~ and L = ert. The fundamental matrix G of x(t) is defined by 
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Keilson [6, p. 1071 as 
G= Om(P(t)-L)dt. 1 (3.1) 
Keilson has studied the properties of the fundamental matrix when the chain 
is reversible in time; that is, when ripi, = rjpii(t), or equivalently, when 
there exists a positive diagonal matrix D such that D- 'QD is symmetric. In 
this case Keilson [6, p. 1181 shows that DGD-’ is positive semidefinite and 
that any proper principal minor of DGD- ’ is positive definite. It follows 
therefore that DGD- ’ E I’$,:“,‘_ 1and hence G too is an element of P,j”z_ i. We 
shall extend Keilson’s result by relaxing the condition that the chain must be 
reversible in time and show that for any ergodic chain, the fundamental 
matrix G is an element of P$,z_i. 
For that purpose we note first that from the properties of Q mentioned 
above and from the theory of singular M-matrices (see for example [2]), it 
follows that - Q is an n X n singular irreducible M-matrix, so that ( - Q)” 
= - Q” exists and is well defined. It is further well known (see for example 
Meyer and Stadelmaier [9]) that 
L=eat=I-QQ#. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X(t) be an ergodic continuous time Markov chain on 
the state space (m>, and let G, given by (3.1), be the fundamental matrix of 
the chain. Then 
G= -Q”~Pdmm)_~ , . (3.2) 
Proof For any t E ( - co, co), 
$Q*exp(@) = QQQw(Qt) 
=QQ” r+Qt+g+ . . . 
1 
= exp(Qt) - (I - QQ”) = exp(Qt) - L. 
Thus, by (3.1), 
G = lim Jt[exp(Qt) - L] dt 
t-m 0 
= t\mm Q#[exp(Qt) - I] = - Q”. 
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Finally, because, as pointed out earlier, - Q*= ( - Q)“, and because - Q is 
a singular and irreducible M-matrix, it follows by Corollary 2.2 that - Q” E 
Pd.“,‘_ r, proving that (3.2) is valid. n 
4. CLOSING REMARKS AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
Using the characterization for a real n X n matrix A to be in PC”) 
mentioned in Section 1, it is simple to show that A E P(“) if and only if 
A#= A- ’ E PC”). However, in Example 1.1 it is shown that if A E Pd”) and 
A* exists, then not necessarily A# E P d”‘. In view of this example and of the 
more general { 1,2}-inverses considered in Section 2, we raise the following 
questions. 
QUESTION 4.1. Find conditions on an n X n matrix A and on subspaces S 
and T of R” with R(A)$S = N(A)@T = R” such that A<r E P,$“). 
In connection with Question 4.1, note that for any n X n matrix A, the 
n x n zero matrix is a { 2}-inverse of A which is in P,$“). Thus, further to the 
above question, one may consider when an n X n matrix possesses a {l}- 
inverse in PO’“), and possibly in PC”). 
QUESTION 4.2. Let A be an n X n matrix which possesses a group 
generalized inverse. Find necessary and sufficient conditions on A such that 
A* will be in Pd”). 
In Theorem 2.6 we showed that if A is an M-matrix which is permuta- 
tionally similar to (2.7), then A+ E P,, (“). As indicated, we have not been able 
to settle the question of whether, if A is an n X n singular M-matrix, 
A+ E Pn(“), If, however, A is a general n X n matrix in Pi”), then A+ need not 
be in Pi”), as the following example illustrates. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let 
Then 
A= I 0.9 1 81 0 0.9 1.8 0 3.429 1 8 1 
/ 7.5161 - 7.929 
7.589 
0.4529 
We therefore raise the following question. 
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QUESTION 4.3. Let A be an n X n matrix in PO”‘). Find necessary and 
sufficient conditions on A for A+ to belong to Pd”). 
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